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phenotypes have vital implications on
fitness? The continued emphasis and
success of integrative approaches
within and between disciplines and
study organisms will be critical as we
overcome these challenges to gain
an understanding of the complex
relationships between genes and their
phenotypic effects.
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Animals have several types of magnetic organ, often separately specialized for
determining direction versus location. Recent results offer hints about how
these once-unimaginable detectors may have evolved.James L. Gould
Few abilities have captured both the
popular and professional imagination
in quite the way the magnetic sense
has. The Earth’s magnetic field exerts
a mysterious and invisible force which
somehow passes through water and
tissue to gently rotate compass
needles toward a distant and unseen
pole. By 1900 ‘magnetic intuition’ and
other imagined byproducts of this
pervasive energy field were regularly
invoked to account for a variety of
(sometimes real) phenomena.
However, the possibility of a magnetic
sense in animals soon suffered from
the skeptical backlash thataccompanied the Clever Hans debacle
(a trained horse that could apparently
do arithmetic — it turned out the trainer
was providing inadvertant clues to the
answer in his body language).
It’s a reflection of the sea change in
attitudes that just thirty years after the
first magnetic organs were discovered,
most researchers (with notable
exceptions [1]) not only take the
internal compass for granted, but also
believe that the magnetic sense in
some animals can detect fields
hundreds or thousands of times
smaller than what is needed for merely
judging direction. Such sensitivity
allows animals not just to find north, but
to actually compute map coo¨rdinateswith a resolution of a few kilometers
(or, quite possible, much better) [2,3].
How do animals do it — and where
did this ability come from? A recent
Current Biology paper by Stapput et al.
[4] sheds light on both questions,
suggesting that a more specialized
light-dependent compass has evolved
at least twice to supplement and at
least partially replace what would
seem to have been a perfectly good
magnetite-based strategy.
There are three basic tricks for
measuring the direction and strength
of the earth’s magnetic field [2]. All
depend on the behavior of electrons:
when a charged particle moves, it
creates a minute magnetic field. This
can be conventional linear movement
through a conductor, or merely the
natural spin all electrons possess. The
simplest strategy (at least to the human
imagination) is permanent magnetism:
a substance like magnetite retains
a permanent field; this field interacts
with the earth’s field, creating
a pressure to align the two; this
Dispatch
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magnetism itself is generated by the
spin of countless electrons in the
substance. In atoms with an even
number of electrons, the spins are
paired in parallel, side by side, ‘up’ with
‘down’, and cancel one another out.
(This is analogous to the interaction
between a pair of magnets, where the
N/S alignment of one magnet causes
an adjacent magnet to adopt a S/N
orientation). In nearly all materials
with an odd number of electrons, the
unpaired spin of an electron in one
atom cancels out the oppositely
oriented unpaired spin in a neighbor.
But in magnetite and a few other
special materials, the crystal structure
aligns the unpaired spins in series,
end to end, reinforcing their mutual
parallel orientation. (This is analogous
to a pair of magnets attaching
themselves in a line, N/S:N/S.)
Magnetite’s staring role in orientation
was first uncovered in certain
micro-aerobic bacteria, where chains
of magnetite crystals serve to rotate the
tiny cell into alignment with the earth’s
field lines, causing these prokaryotes
to swim obliquely down, away from the
poisonous surface oxygen [5]. Quite
probably the magnetite (the densest
substance synthesized biologically)
was originally just a weight to pull
the front of the bacterium down;
subsequent evolution may then have
led to the aligned chain, which is
much more effective.
Magnetite was next found in
specialized cells in honey bees,
a species with a multiplicity of
magnetic behaviors [6]. Researchers
quite naturally then turned to pigeons
[7] where (as in most vertebrates with
magnetite organs) the detector is
localized in innervated tissue in the
ethmoid sinus near the nose.
Electrophysiological recordings from
birds confirmed a striking sensitivity
to at least one component of field
intensity [8]; measuring intensity is
essential to nearly all theories of
how magnetic maps must operate.
Magnetite organs have since been
found in a strikingly long list of
vertebrates, including fish, amphibians,
reptiles, birds, and mammals [9].
Theoretical calculations [10] suggest
that these organs have more than
enough magnetite crystals to measure
map location, at least in most places
on the globe.
A second strategy for detecting
a magnetism is to move a conductorthrough a field and measure the
induced current flow of electrons.
Considerations of conductivity, speed,
and the physical space available for
the loop through which the electrons
must flow seem to limit this approach
to marine swimmers. Elasmobranch
fish utilize the surrounding salt water as
part of the loop, and an internal canal
system (the ampullae of Lorenzini) as
the rest [11]. The same organs are
also used by these sharks and rays to
detect the electrical activity of hidden
prey; presumably it is from this sensory
occupation that the direction-finding
ability evolved.
The final general strategy is to
employ temporary alignments of
unpaired electron spins to detect
direction. One way of making use of
these fleeting effects involves crystals
of magnetite too small to generate
a self-sustaining permanent field
(‘paramagnetic’ grains); the unpaired
electrons in the crystals align
themselves with the ambient magnetic
direction [2,10]. Repulsive pressure
between the adjacent, aligned
electrons should provide an accurate
measure of field strength. Honey bees
have sufficient stores of paramagnetic
magnetite to account even for their
apparent ability to judge time of day
from tiny but regular diurnal variations
in the earth’s field [6,10].
Another parametric approach, the
‘radical-pair’ interaction, uses energy
from photons to briefly activate
a singlet/triplet spin state [12]. Again,
the momentary interactions of the
aligned spins can be transduced, in this
case to produce a three-dimensional
measure of external field direction
(though not its polarity — it cannot
distinguish north from south; but
since north-pointing field lines always
have a downward component in the
northern hemisphere, attending to this
‘dip’ resolves any potential ambiguity).
This seemingly unlikely bit of
subatomic magic turns out to be
widespread among birds [9]. Given
the relatively narrow range of useable
wavelengths (centered in green
light), the pigment cannot be a
conventional rhodopsin; possibly it’s
a cryptochrome, a class of mostly
blue-sensitive pigments formerly best
known from plants, but also thought
to be involved in vertebrate circadian
rhythms [13]. The relatively low
magnetic sensitivity and axial
(polarity-independent) behavior of
this light-based system (and the resultsof numerous, very elegant behavioral
tests) indicate that it acts solely as
a compass [9]. By contrast, the map so
evidently available to many migrants,
and so much more sensitive to field
strength, presumably depends on the
magnetite organ in the ethmoid sinus.
That what might seem a perfectly
adequate magnetite organ should
be replaced by an apparently more
specialized light-dependent compass
in migrating birds is a bit of a puzzle.
Most avian migration takes place at
dusk or at night (a good time to
minimize heat stress during this
episode of intense exercise). How can
a nocturnal migrant survive with
a compass that does not work in the
dark? Although the radical-pair
mechanism is quite sensitive to light
(it works at 2 mW/m2 — roughly the
light level of a three-quarter moon),
it still requires a light level thousands
of times brighter than that of starlight,
and many species navigate under
dark-sky conditions. Presumably they
use the pattern of stars overhead when
the weather is clear, although Griffin
sometimes tracked well-oriented
migrants flying in clouds on moonless
nights, and thus presumably without
the benefit of either celestial cues or
sufficient green light [14]. One potential
advantage is that the light-based
compass is non-polar, and thus
relatively immune to the earth’s
occasional (geologically frequent)
and potentially fatal reversals of
magnetic poles.
So there we are, one might think:
the compass sense relies on
a light-dependent paramagnetic bit of
chemistry in the retina, while the map
sense uses a magnetite-based organ
near the nose. But, alas, such a neat
division of labor, so satisfying to the
order-seeking human mind, is an
illusion. Even among insects, there
is annoying diversity: honey bees,
devoted to a life spent largely in the
darkness of the hive, have one or more
light-independent magnetite-based
systems; Drosophila, on the other
hand, have a wavelength-sensitive
compass [15]. Cartilaginous fish, as
we saw, have neither system, relying
instead on induction. Newts depend on
light to judge magnetic direction [16]
whereas sea turtles [17] (and probably
salmon) do not. Among mammals,
the largely subterranean mole rat’s
compass works in complete darkness
[18] (as does that of bats). Other details
are inconsistent as well: four separate
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as the locus of magnetic sensitivity,
for instance [19].
To the extent there is a pattern,
the ‘typical’ vertebrate species either
has a light-independent magnetite-
based compass, light-independent
map and compass systems, or a
light-independent map plus a light-
dependent paramagnetic compass.
In short, the magnetite system looks
ancestral while the radical-pair strategy
(and neural processing foci) appear
derived. If so, compasses based on
permanent magnetism in birds and
amphibians must have been at least
partially displaced by paramagnetic
systems. Given the phylogenetic
pattern — amphibia and birds, but
not fish, reptiles, or mammals — this
trend toward increasing specialization
of orientation subsystems has
probably played out more than once.
The new work of Stapput et al. [4]
greatly strengthens this scenario,
revealing an unsuspected and
seemingly vestigial ability of robins to
adopt a consistent magnetic compass
orientation in the absence of even dim
light — that is, to respond to magnetic
direction with the (presumably more
ancient and long-since supplanted)
magnetite organ rather than the
radical-pair system in the eye. They
establish quite convincingly that the
novel light-independent orientation
behavior is indeed based on the
magnetite system rather than the
paramagnetic compass: it is polar
rather than axial; under green light
its effect disappears and is replaced
by the conventional axial system; it is
unaffected by high-frequency radiation
(which wipes out the radical-pair
chemistry); and xylocain applied to the
upper beak (which anesthetizes the
ethmoid organ) eliminates the
response. But, as their work shows,
this light-free orientation has all the
hallmarks of a vestigial system: the
birds try to depart their testing cages
to the WNW regardless of season, as
opposed to their normal preference
of basically north in spring and south
in autumn.
This sort of fixed-direction response
has often been considered an
artifact — a holdover from a previous
use that has suffered no negativeselection. Honey bees on a (to them)
dark and horizontal surface aim their
dances to magnetic north, east, south,
and west; increasing the field strength
enhances this seemingly pointless
orientation [2]. While historically
important as the first convincing
evidence that bees have a magnetic
sense, it seems useless (though
harmless). But one of the most
obvious lessons animals have
taught us over the past few decades
is that much of what seems mere
‘noise’ is actually behavior too subtle
for our current understanding or
imagination.
What good, then, might the
‘nonsense’ orientation of robins in
the dark have? Donald Griffin pointed
out that fixed-direction orientation
could be used by birds for navigation
in conjunction with more local cues,
such as nocturnal acoustic sources
(for example, frog choruses) on the
ground. Alternatively, maintaining an
arbitrary but consistent direction would
permit periodic map measurements;
even just two such positionings could
then allow an animal to infer direction
and respond appropriately [2]. Phillips
et al. [20] have made the intriguing
suggestion that fixed-direction
orientation could be part of the
behavior used to calibrate or read-out
the magnetic map, and offers intriguing
evidence that newts may be doing
precisely this. Although the
newt’s light-dependent compass
appears separately evolved, its
operation and its interaction with the
magnetite-based map system seems
very similar to the picture emerging
in birds.
This surprising light-independent,
fixed-direction behavior of robins
should trigger a thorough look for
analogous behavior in all the usual
suspects in orientation research. It
may also focus attention on the
seemingly anomalous interactions of
compass orientation and unusual
combinations of wavelengths as
possible keys to understanding at
least some of the interplay between
the magnetite and radical-pair
systems. Perhaps too it will lead to
a more informed understanding of
the separate evolution of these two
fascinating systems, and the way theyconspire to enhance the mystique of
animal homing and migration.
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